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Abstract

We show that a finite in-plane piezoelectricity can be induced in graphene by breaking its in-

version center with any in-plane defect, in the limit of vanishing defect concentration. We first

consider different patterns of BN-doped graphene sheets ofD3h symmetry, whose electronic

and piezoelectric (dominated by the electronic rather thannuclear term) properties are charac-

terized at theab initio level of theory. We then consider other in-plane defects, such as holes of

D3h or C2v point-symmetry, and confirm that a common limit value (for low defect concentra-

tion) of the piezoelectric response of graphene is obtainedregardless of the particular chemical

or physical nature of the defects (e11 ≈ 4.5× 10−10 C/m andd11 ≈ 1.5 pm/V for direct and
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converse piezoelectricity, respectively). This in-planepiezoelectric response of graphene is

one-order of magnitude larger than the out-of-plane previously investigated one.

1 Introduction

In the continuous quest for the fabrication of nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) and nanoscale

devices, a great attention has been devoted in recent years to low-dimensional materials due to

their peculiar, highly-tunable, physico-chemical properties.1–3 A variety of NEMS devices has

been successfully produced (nanosized switches, sensors,motors, energy harvesters, actuators,

etc.)4–7 which essentially rely on quantum-size effects.8 Most of such devices require some sort

of dynamical control of atomic displacements and nanoscaledeformations. In this respect, piezo-

electricity turns out to be an extremely useful property in that it allows for fine-tuning the induced

nano-strain by modulating an applied electric field (orvice versa). Among other low-dimensional

systems, such as nanoparticles, nanotubes, nanoribbons and fullerenes, graphene-based9 materials

have been playing a paramount role in the fabrication of innovative devices for electronics, op-

toelectronics, photonics and spintronics,10–16 due to the many extraordinary properties of the 2D

carbon allotrope: high electron-mobility, hardness and flexibility, anomalous quantum-hall effect,

zero band gap semi-metallic character, etc.17–19

Graphene lacks any intrinsic piezoelectricity due to its symmetry inversion center. The induc-

tion of piezoelectricity into graphene sheets would lead toa new branch of possible applications

in NEMS devices requiring high electromechanical coupling. A recent theoretical study has high-

lighted the possibility of engineering piezoelectricity in graphene by adsorbing light atoms (such as

H, Li, K, F) on one side of its surface; a rather small out-of-plane piezoelectric response has been

reported.20 Apart from atom adsorption, other techniques can be used to break the inversion sym-

metry of graphene sheets, such as hole formation,21 stacking control in graphene bilayers,22 appli-

cation of non-homogeneous strain,23 and chemical doping.24–26Among these strategies, chemical

doping seems the most promising as it already represents an effective experimental mean for tuning
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structural and electronic properties (such as band gap and work function) of graphene.24,25,27–29

Boron nitride (BN) chemical doping of graphene has recentlybeen successfully achieved in

different configurations and concentrations: semiconducting atomic layers of hybridh-BN and

graphene domains have been synthesized,27 low-pressure chemical-vapor-deposition (CVD) syn-

thesis of large-area few-layer BN doped graphene (BNG) has been presented, leading to BN con-

centrations as high as 10%; the BN content in BNG layers has been discussed to be related to the

heating temperature of the precursor, as confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measure-

ments.28 The synthesis of a quasi-freestanding BNG monolayer heterostructure, with preferred

zigzagtype boundary, on a weakly coupled Ir-surface has also been recently reported.29

In this study we applyab initio quantum-mechanical simulations and show how, by doping

graphene with BN inclusions arranged according to different patterns and exploring different sub-

stitutional fractionsx, a piezoelectricity can be induced in 2D graphene which is found to be 3

to 4 times larger than pure 2D BN monolayer and one order of magnitude larger than previously

reported on graphene. Carbon pairs are substituted with BN pairs so as to reduce point symmetry

from the centrosymmetricD6h to the non-centrosymmetricD3h group. The full set of piezoelectric

constants (elements of the third-order direct,e, and converse,d, piezoelectric tensors) and elastic

constants (elements of the fourth-rank elastic,C, and compliance,S, tensors) of all configurations

is determined. Both electronic and nuclear-relaxation contributions to the piezoelectric and elastic

response of BNG are explicitly taken into account. In the linear regime, direct and converse piezo-

electric tensors describe the polarization induced by strain and the strain induced by an external

electric field, respectively; a simple connection exists between the two (e = d C or d = e S) via the

elastic tensors. Piezoelectric constants can be decomposed into purely electronic “clamped-ion”

and nuclear “internal-strain” contributions, where the latter measures the piezoelectric effect due

to relaxation of the relative positions of atoms induced by strain30,31 and is strongly affected by

soft phonon modes. Given the high rigidity of graphene, the electronic term is here expected to

dominate the response.
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2 Computational Approach

The computational scheme we adopt consists in directly computing the intensity of polarization

induced by strain, according to the so-called Berry phase approach,32–34 as implemented35,36 in

the CRYSTAL14 program37,38 that is here used for all calculations in combination with the hybrid

B3LYP functional39 of the density-functional-theory (DFT) and an atom-centered all-electron ba-

sis set of triple-zeta quality, augmented with polarization functions, 6-42111G(spd).40 The level of

accuracy in evaluating the Coulomb and exact exchange infinite series is controlled by five thresh-

olds set to T1=T2=T3=T4=1/2T5=8.38 Reciprocal space is sampled according to a regular Pack-

Monkhorst sub-lattice with a shrinking factor of 12, corresponding to 19 independent k-points

in the first irreducible Brillouin zone of allD3h structures. The present computational setup is

the same as that used in a previous investigation on large Carbon nanotubes41 which led to an

accurate description of electronic properties such as the band gap. At variance with the case of

polyacetylene (PA),42 the calculation of the piezoelectric response of BN-doped graphene is not

much sensitive to the adopted DFT functional (see comparison with LDA results in Supporting

Information). We recently utilized the same approach for investigating the piezoelectric response

of 3D systems such as SrTiO3,35 BaTiO3,43 Ge-doped quartz44 and low-dimensional systems such

ash-BN,45 h-ZnO,46 and BeO nanotubes.47 Elastic constants and related properties are computed

as strain numerical derivatives of analytical energy gradients.48–50

3 Results and Discussion

We consider graphene embedded with periodic arrangements of zigzag-edged hexagonal (BN)3

which have recently been shown to be more stable than other arrangements.51 Different configu-

rations are explored where the size of the BN rings and their separation are changed. In order to

unambiguously label each configuration, we adopt a notationfirst introduced to study graphene

antidot lattices and then extended to BNG structures.52 Each configuration is labeled by a pair of

integer indices within brackets,(R,W). R represents the “radius” of the BN rings (measured in
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Figure 1: (color online) BN-doped piezoelectric graphene in different configurations(R,W). The
radiusR of BN rings and the wall widthW separating them are graphically defined. The unit cell
of each configuration is shown as thick black lines.

units as the number of hexagonal carbon chains substituted with BN atoms) or, equivalently, the

number of BN substituted atoms along each of the six sides of the BN hexagons. The separation,

or “wall width”, between neighboring BNs is represented by the integerW corresponding to the

number of non-substituted carbon chains between neighboring BN hexagons. These two indices

are graphically defined in Figure 1, where the(1,5) and(2,3) configurations are taken as repre-

sentatives of two classes of structures with different size. We anticipate that by increasingR (i.e.

by increasing the substitutional fraction of BN), the piezoelectric response of BNG decreases. The

structural parameter that effectively allows for fine-tuning BNG response properties is, indeed,W,

as already noticed for the electronic band gap,52 and for this reason it will be explicitly investigated
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Figure 2: (color online) Energetic and electronic properties of(1,W) BNG structures as a function
of p = 2R+W. Upper panel: cohesive energy∆E (the graphene,p → ∞, limit is given by the
horizontal line) and energy of mixing∆Em (zero by definition atp=0 andp=∞). Lower panel:
evolution of the electronic band gapEg; red and blue lines are just meant as eye-guides. The inset
shows the structure of(1,W) BNG configurations asp increases.

in the following discussion.

Before illustrating the dependence onW of the elastic and piezoelectric response of BNG

structures, we discuss its effect on energetic and electronic properties, such as the cohesive energy

∆E, the energy of mixing∆Em and the electronic band gapEg. All these quantities are reported, for

a series of(1,W) BNG structures, in the two panels of Figure 2 as a function of an integer index

p = 2R+W which measures the length of the lattice parameters (kept equal to each other) in units

of the total number of atomic C-C chains contained in the unitcell (see Figure 1 for a graphical

interpretation of this index). Note thatp is related to the BN substitutional fractionx according to

x = 3/p2 for (1,W) BNG series. This relation can easily be understood by referring, for instance,

to the two panels of Figure 1, where it is seen that the unit cell contains a total of 2p2 atoms, out

of which 6×R2 are BN-substituted. This gives a substitutional fractionx = 6×R2/2p2, which

reduces tox = 3/p2 whenR= 1. The inset of the lower panel of the figure shows the effect of

increasing the “wall width”W on the structure of BNG and on the size of the corresponding unit
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cell for R=1. The cohesive energy of each BNG structure (solid red squares in the upper panel of

the figure) is defined as:∆E = (EBNG−NBEB −NNEN −NCEC)/(NB +NN +NC), whereEBNG is

the energy per unit cell of the BNG configuration,EB, EN andEC the energies of free B, N and

C atoms, andNB, NN andNC the number of B, N and C atoms per unit cell. The cohesive energy

of pristineh-BN is -7.66 eV/atom and remains negative for all BNG structures as a function ofp,

thus reflecting their strong stability. Asp increases (i.e. as the BN concentration decreases),∆E

regularly tends to the pristine graphene limit of -6.29 eV/atom (represented as a horizontal dashed

line in the figure). The energy of mixing of a (BN)xG1−x structure, withx substitutional fraction

of BN for carbon pairs,∆Em = E(BN)xG1−x − [xEBN + (1−x)EG], is a measure of how favorable

the formation of a BNG structure is with respect to isolated pristine h-BN and graphene. Static

computed values are reported, as empty blue squares in the upper panel of Figure 2. Given that

entropic thermal terms are not explicitly accounted, they are always positive but rather small, the

maximum value being 0.44 eV for the (1,1) case (i.e. p=3, x=0.33). ∆Em then progressively

decreases as a function ofp; according to this merely electronic picture, BN-doped graphene is

predicted to be more stable than carbon-dopedh-BN with respect to the separate phases ofh-BN

and graphene.

The computed value of the band gap of pristineh-BN is here 6.73 eV with experimental values

usually found in the relatively wide range 4.6< Eg ≤ 7 eV.53,54 Electronic energy gaps of(1,W)

BNG structures are reported as a function ofp in the lower panel of Figure 2. Different symbols

are used for cases wherep is a multiple of 3 (empty blue circles) and where it is not (full red

circles). Overall, the band gap decreases as the concentration of BN decreases, as expected, but

with different steepness in the two cases so that the dependence ofEg on p appears to be oscillating,

where it appears to be linear with respect to BN concentration x by separating the twop cases

(see Figure S1 in Supporting Information). The different behavior of these two classes (multiples

of 3 or not of the primitive cell of the pristine system) of graphene superlattices is now well-

understood in terms of the energy band-folding model.55–57 Indeed, even in pure graphene, when

p is a multiple of 3, the two Dirac points K and K′ in the primitive cell are folded to theΓ point
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Figure 3: (color online) Energy band structure of (a) pristine graphene, (b) pristineh-BN, (c-d)
BNG (1,W) structures withp multiple of 3, (e-f) BNG(1,W) structures withp not multiple of 3.
HOCO and LUCO energy levels are drawn as dashed green and red lines, respectively.

of the hexagonal first-Brillouin zone (BZ) of the superlattice, giving rise to a fourfold degeneracy

that can be broken, opening a band gap, by a periodic arrangement of defects. In the other case,

the twofold degenerate Dirac points do not fold intoΓ and a band gap opening can be induced

by breaking the inversion symmetry.55 We will discuss below how these two cases can be clearly

discriminated also from the analysis of the elastic and piezoelectric response of BNG structures.

Band structures of pristine graphene andh-BN, and (1,W) BNG structures with different BN

concentrations (i.e. different p values) are reported in Figure 3. Panels (a) and (b) clearly show

the occurrence of a zero and non-zero band gap in graphene andh-BN, respectively, at pointK of
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the BZ (schematically represented in blue lines). The area of Dirac conical intersection between

valence and conduction bands in graphene is highlighted in yellow whereas the highest occupied

(HOCO) and lowest unoccupied (LUCO) crystalline orbital energy levels are represented as dashed

green and red lines, respectively. Panels (c) and (d) clearly show the opening of a direct band gap

Eg at theΓ point for BNG configurations withp multiple of 3 (p=3 corresponding to a (1,1) and

p=6 to a (1,4) structure). On the contrary, panels (e) and (f) show how the direct band gapEg for

cases wherep is not a multiple of 3 (p=4 andp=5 corresponding to (1,2) and (1,3) structures) is

opened at the K point of the BZ. Again, it is clearly seen that,as p increases,Eg systematically

decreases.

Direct and converse piezoelectric tensors are connected via elastic stiffness and compliance

tensors; for this reason, before illustrating the piezoelectric response of BNG structures, let us

discuss their elastic behavior. According to Voigt’s notation,58 the elastic tensorC of a 2D system

can be represented in terms of a 3×3 matrix whose elements (i.e. the elastic stiffness constants)

are defined asCvu = 1/S[∂ 2E/(∂ηv∂ηu)] whereS is the area of the 2D cell,E the total energy per

cell, η is the strain tensor andv,u= 1,2,6 (1=xx, 2=yyand 6=xy). The compliance tensor is simply

obtained by inverting the stiffness tensor:S = C−1. Given their symmetry invariance with respect

to all the operators of the point group of the system, both tensors exhibit just two symmetry-

independent constants:C11, C12 andS11, S12. From the knowledge of the full elastic tensor, a

number of elastic properties can be derived, such as bulk, shear and Young’s moduli, Poisson’s

ratio, seismic wave velocities, etc.48,50,58,59For 2D systems, the Young’s modulus is given by

YS = (C2
11−C2

12)/C11, Poisson’s ratio byν = C12/C11 and bulk modulus byKS = (C11+C12)/2

and corresponds toKS = S(∂ 2E/∂S2).

All these quantities are given in Table 1 for pristine graphene andh-BN, and for (BN)xG1−x

structures of intermediate compositions: from (1,1) wherex=0.33 to (1,8) wherex=0.03. Total val-

ues are reported along with nuclear relaxation contributions (in parentheses). Few elastic properties

have been experimentally determined for graphene by nanoindentation in an atomic force micro-

scope: itsC11 stiffness constant and its Young’s modulus.60 Computed counterparts do agree with
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Table 1: Elastic properties of (BN)xG1−x structures in the whole composition range. Elastic stiff-
ness constants,Cvu, Young’s modulus,YS, and bulk modulus,KS, are given in N/m. Compliance
constants,Svu, are given in 10−3 m/N while Poisson’s ratio,ν, is dimensionless. Total values are
reported along with purely nuclear relaxation effects (in parentheses).

C11 C12 S11 S12 YS KS ν

GExp.
60 340±50 335±33

G 372.34 69.47 2.78 -0.52 359.38 220.91 0.187
(-6.56) (6.01) (0.06) (-0.07) (-8.89) (-0.28) (0.019)

(1,8) 371.30 67.06 2.78 -0.50 359.19 219.18 0.181
(-7.22) (6.43) (0.07) (-0.07) (-9.62) (-0.39) (0.020)

(1,7) 371.40 66.17 2.78 -0.50 359.61 218.79 0.178
(-7.69) (6.79) (0.08) (-0.08) (-10.18) (-0.45) (0.022)

(1,6) 369.60 66.97 2.80 -0.51 357.47 218.29 0.181
(-7.49) (6.52) (0.08) (-0.07) (-9.93) (-0.48) (0.021)

(1,5) 368.22 66.82 2.81 -0.51 356.09 217.52 0.181
(-7.70) (6.58) (0.08) (-0.07) (-10.17) (-0.56) (0.021)

(1,4) 367.52 64.91 2.81 -0.50 356.06 216.22 0.177
(-9.40) (7.47) (0.09) (-0.09) (-11.74) (-0.79) (0.024)

(1,3) 362.40 66.39 2.86 -0.52 350.24 214.40 0.183
(-8.41) (6.80) (0.09) (-0.08) (-11.00) (-0.81) (0.022)

(1,2) 355.89 65.77 2.91 -0.54 343.74 210.83 0.185
(-9.20) (6.94) (0.10) (-0.09) (-11.87) (-1.13) (0.024)

(1,1) 343.10 61.00 3.01 -0.54 332.25 202.04 0.178
(-13.29) (8.15) (0.14) (-0.11) (-16.30) (-2.57) (0.029)

h-BN 306.39 64.26 3.41 -0.72 292.91 185.33 0.210
(-9.92) (9.65) (0.15) (-0.16) (-13.97) (-0.14) (0.037)

these determinations, particularly so as regards their relative values,C11 being slightly larger than

YS. So far, no experimental determinations of such propertieshave been reported for free-standing

monolayerh-BN. Previous DFT calculations reportKS values of 160 N/m with local-density61

(LDA) and 179 N/m with generalized-gradient59 (PBE) approximations. Our computed value, at

B3LYP hybrid level, is 185.3 N/m with a Poisson’s ratioν=0.210 which measures the induced

deformation orthogonally to the applied strain and nicely compares with a previous determination

of 0.218.59 As regards intermediate compositions, a rather regular trend is observed in passing

from h-BN to pure graphene for all elastic properties, again with some oscillations corresponding
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Figure 4: (color online) Upper panel: direct piezoelectricconstante11 of BNG structures as a
function of -ln(x) wherex is the BN substitution fraction; total (full symbols) and purely electronic
(empty symbols) values are reported for(1,W) BNGs (circles),(2,W) BNGs (triangles) and pure
h-BN (squares). Purely electronic and total data are fitted with a functiona+b/(−ln(x)). Lower
panel: nuclear relaxation effect on thee11 piezoelectric constant,∆e11 = etot

11−eele
11 as a function of

-ln(x).

to BNG structures withp multiple of 3, such as (1,1), (1,4) and (1,7). The nuclear relaxation effect

is seen to be quite small in all cases if compared with the electronic one: it never counts more than

3.8% for the dominantC11 constant, which occurs for the (1,1) BNG structure of highest BN con-

centration. Then, it rapidly decreases to about 2% for BN concentrations below 5% and it remains

almost constant down to pristine graphene where it amounts to 1.8%. An analogous behavior is

observed also for the compliance constants. The vibrational contribution in pure graphene can be

interpreted by considering the elastic deformation as a movement of carbon atoms in collective

modes. This movement would lead to a polarization change which, however, is canceled by the

inversion symmetry center ofD6h graphene, as we will mention below.

Pristine graphene, belonging to theD6h symmetry point group, exhibits an inversion center

which prevents it to be piezoelectric. BNG structures are here considered with periodic arrange-

ments of BN domains which break such an inversion and reduce the symmetry toD3h, a point

group that enables a piezoelectric response. A Berry-phaseapproach is adopted that computes the

direct piezoelectric constantseiv wherei = x,y represents the in-plane Cartesian component of the

polarization andv is an index representing the applied strain in Voigt’s notation. Given theD3h
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symmetry, a single constant is enough for describing the whole in-plane anisotropic piezoelectric

response of BNG structures:e11 = −e12 = −e26, the other constants being null by symmetry. The

converse piezoelectric effect (represented by thed11 constant) is then described by coupling the

direct one with the compliance response. For this reason, wediscuss the effect of different BN

patterns and concentrations, and of the nuclear relaxation, on the directe11 constant (see Figure

4). In the upper panel, the direct piezoelectric constant isreported as a function of BN doping

concentrationx, as obtained by including (full symbols) or not (empty symbols) the nuclear re-

laxation effect, for pureh-BN (squares),(2,W) BNGs (triangles) and(1,W) BNGs (circles). We

notice that: (i) the computed value ofe11 for pureh-BN, 1.20×10−10 C/m, is remarkably close

to a previous theoretical determination: 1.19×10−10 C/m;62 (ii) as discussed for the electronic

band gapEg, at relatively high BN concentrations, the electronic termof the piezoelectric response

shows two distinct behaviors depending onp being or not a multiple of 3; (iii) the two different

BN patterns provide an almost identical piezoelectric response as a function of BN concentration

x (see the green arrows in the figure that mark compositions where (1,W) and(2,W) give exactly

the same piezoelectric response). In the lower panel of the figure, the nuclear relaxation contri-

bution is reported. We see that: (i) it systematically reduces the purely electronic piezoelectric

response; (ii) it is rather large for pristineh-BN (-2.1×10−10 C/m, corresponding to 60% of the

electronic term), it progressively reduces as the BN concentration decreases and it becomes prac-

tically constant asx becomes lower than 10% (about -1.0×10−10 C/m, corresponding to just 20%

and 16% of the electronic contribution forp multiple or not of 3, respectively). The same trend

has already been discussed for elasticity. An explanation for such a behavior can be demonstrated

as due to soft (low-frequency) collective modes of small infrared (IR) intensity (see Supporting

Information, Figure S2: the IR spectrum of large BNG supercells). Another important finding, rep-

resented in Figure 4, is that, for BN concentrations below about 33%, the piezoelectric response of

BN-doped graphene is found to be essentially constant forp not multiple of 3, rapidly converging

to the limit value of about 4.5×10−10 C/m asx decreases. Forp multiple of 3, the convergence

is slower and still not completely reached atp = 12 (the purely electronic contribution toe11 still

12



Table 2: Direct and converse piezoelectric constants of BN-doped graphene (at infinite defect
dilution) as computed in the present study and as compared toexperimental and theoretical values
of other 2D and 3D piezoelectric materials. Directe constants are reported in 10−10C/m for 2D
system and in C/m2 for 3D system. Conversed constants are expressed in pm/V.

System e d

BN-doped Graphene (This study) 4.5 (e11) 1.5 (d11)

h-BN (This study) 1.2 (e11) 0.5 (d11)
Graphene + Li20 0.5 (e31) 0.1 (d31)
h-BN + F,H (chair)63 1.8 (e11) 1.3 (d11)
h-MoS2

64 2.9 (e11) -

Bulk α-Quartz65 0.2 (e11) 2.3 (d11)
Si0.83Ge0.16O2

44 0.2 (e11) 5.5 (d11)
Bulk GaN66 1.1 (e33) 3.7 (d33)
Bulk AlN 66 1.5 (e33) 5.6 (d33)

increases to 4.45×10−10 C/m). However, the same piezoelectricity value as the converged one for

the p not multiple of 3 series should be obtained at thep→ ∞ limit ( i.e. the piezoelectricity value

of inversion symmetry-broken graphene). A fit of purely electronic contributions leads to a limit

value of about 5.5×10−10 C/m at infinite BN dilution which would imply a correspondingvalue

of approximatively 4.5×10−10 C/m for the total piezoelectricity. The finite and constant piezo-

electric response ofD3h graphene at infinite defect dilution can be explained as follows: as the

BN concentration decreases, on the one hand the narrowing ofthe electronic band gapEg would

lead to an infinite piezoelectric response whereas, on the other hand the reduction of the degree

of symmetry inversion breaking with respect to pure graphene would lead to a zero piezoelectric-

ity. As a result of the balance between these two limits, BNG structures are found to exhibit a

non-null, non-infinite, constant piezoelectric response.Both compensating effects (i.e. vanishing

band gap and recovering of inversion symmetry) are essentially intrinsic of graphene and do not

depend on the particular physical or chemical nature of the inversion symmetry breaking defects,

as we demonstrate in Supporting Information and as we will explicitly show below by considering

graphene with different patterns ofD3h andC2v holes.
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Before discussing the effect of other types of inversion symmetry breaking defects on the piezo-

electricity of graphene, let us discuss the magnitude of thepiezoelectric response of BN-doped

graphene by comparing with typical values of piezoelectricconstants of other 2D and 3D systems.

In Table 2, we report our computed values for thee11 andd11 piezoelectric constants of pristine

h-BN and BN-doped graphene (in the limit of vanishing defect concentration) along with experi-

mental and theoretical determinations of the highest piezoelectric constants of other materials. It

is seen that the piezoelectricity induced in graphene by BN symmetry breaking is one order of

magnitude larger than the largest one, corresponding to thee31 constant, that could be induced

by adsorbing Li atoms on its surface, due to the fact that an out-of-plane, instead of an in-plane,

polarization was generated in that case.20 BN-induced direct piezoelectricity in graphene is al-

most 4 times larger than that of pristineh-BN, more than twice the maximum one predicted for F-

and H-dopedh-BN in a chair conformation63 and 60% larger than the experimentally measured

one for theh-MoS2 monolayer.64 When comparing with 3D systems, we notice that the converse

piezoelectric constantd11 of BNG structures (in pm/V) is of the same order of magnitude but

systematically smaller than those of bulk quartz, GaN and AlN, for instance. In order to com-

pare present values of the direct piezoelectric response ofthe monolayers with those of standard

3D piezoelectric materials, we need to define a volume and to consider, as it is generally done

in these cases, a graphite-like system with interlayer distance67 of 3.35 Å. It follows that BNG

structures exhibit a direct macroscopic piezoelectricitythat is about 10 times larger than that of

pureα-quartz65 or Ge-dopedα-quartz,44 5 times larger than that (0.27 C/m2) of polyvinylidene

fluoride and its copolymers68 and comparable to that of bulk GaN and AlN.66

In order to confirm that the same finite, large, piezoelectricresponse can be induced in graphene

simply by breaking its inversion symmetry center withany in-plane defect, in the limit of low de-

fect concentration, we introduce two other defects: holes which reduce the symmetry of graphene

from D6h to D3h andC2v, respectively. A graphical representation of the resulting structure of the

perturbed graphene sheet in the two cases is given in Figure 5. For each type of hole, a series

of structures corresponding to different defect concentrations are considered for which the purely
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Figure 5: (color online) Graphical representation of the structure of two defects, one ofD3h and
one ofC2v point-symmetry, of graphene (holes in this case) that breakits inversion symmetry. The
unit cell of thep=4 case is sketched in both cases with black continuous lines.

electronic contribution of the in-plane piezoelectric response,eele
11 constant, is evaluated. These

results are reported in Figure 6 along with the corresponding ones of the two series of(1,W)

and(2,W) BN-doped structures. From the analysis of the figure, it turns out that, although with

different steepness and behaviors, all defects induce a large piezoelectric response in graphene es-

sentially converging to the same value as the dilution of thedefects increases. For the two most

regularly converging series ((1,W) BNGs andD3h holes), a fittinga+ b/(−ln(x)) is reported

which highlights the common piezoelectric response in the limit of low defect concentration. The

piezoelectricity value of each largest supercell system isfound in the range:eele
11=5.6±0.4×10−10

C/m.

The present results on graphene holes do apparently contradict those of a recent investigation

of the piezoelectric response of graphene with triangular holes where a very low piezoelectric-

ity (0.124 C/m2) was reported.69 However, in that study, performed with a plane-wave periodic

program, the graphene layer was described in terms of a 3D model with a very large unit cell of

non-interacting repeated layers and the results, given in units of a 3D system, were wrongly divided

by the 3D cell volume thus resulting in an apparent very low piezoelectric response.
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Figure 6: (color online) Dependence of the in-plane direct piezoelectric constant of graphene,eele
11

(purely electronic contribution), on defect concentration x. Four different defects are considered:
(1,W) BNGs (full red circles),(2,W) BNGs (empty black circles),D3h holes (full blue triangles)
andC2v holes (empty magenta triangles). For(1,W) BNGs andD3h holes the fittinga+b/(−ln(x))
is also reported. All results are obtained at the B3LYP level. For (1,W) BNGs, a LDA result is
also shown (red empty circle) at lower defect concentration.

4 Conclusions

It has been shown as a large in-plane piezoelectricity (one order of magnitude larger than the out-

of-plane one previously reported) can be induced in graphene by including in-plane defects that

reduce its point symmetry fromD6h to eitherD3h or C2v. Different patterns and concentrations of

periodically-arranged BN domains and holes have been considered. Direct and converse piezoelec-

tricity is shown to be dominated by the electronic contribution, and to tend towards a unique value,

neither null nor infinite, in the limit of pure symmetry-broken graphene. This behavior could have

a significant technological impact in the practical fabrication of NEMS devices.
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